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Victor Carrasco

Born in Valencia (Spain) in 1974, Victor Carrasco began his 
professional career after graduating Cum Laude in Industrial 
Design Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Valencia.

Far from fashions and trends, he develops and puts inter-
national brands in the center, with remarkable added value, 
thanks to his passion for synthesis, sustainable growth and his 
pragmatic vision of the future.

Founder and Strategic Director at Vicccarbe, a role that he 
combines since 2007, with being one of the counselors of STE-
ELCASE, the prestigious American multinational company, he 
also collaborates with many other renowned brands.

Throughout his career, he has been honored with the Prin-
cipe Felipe Award for Entrepreneurial Excellence and awarded 
with the German Design Award.
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2021 — “As the Greek philosopher Heraclitus said, “the only constant 
in life is change”. The best relationships as well as the finest designs 
evolve only in a very natural manner. My wish was simple, I allured 
to transit from a square to a round surface with kindness. This is how 
Cambio is born. A new collection of central bases to create infinite 
possibilities for our tables made for work, homes, or collectivities. An 
exercise of subtleties to outline a timeless design, timeless and silent 
as well as iconic thanks to its elegant morphology and its profound 
message to promote sensible and sustainable changes.” 

By Victor Carrasco. 

A collection of tables designed by Victor Carrasco

Featuring Cambio table in H74 | 29,13" Ø70cm |  
Ø27,55" with black base and black tabletop. Chair 
is Funda in black by Stefan Diez. 

CAMBIO
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Featuring Cambio table in H74 | 29,13" 500x150cm | 
196,85"x59,05" with three white bases and white tabletop, 
styled with Quadra chairs by Mario Ferrarini. 
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H74, doble
Ready for dimensions up to 
300x150 cm | 118,11"x59,05"

H74, triple
Ready for dimensions up to 
500x150 cm | 196,85"x59,05"

Choose your size,
  every dimension is covered

Featuring Cambio tables in diverse sizes, bases and tabletops. From left to 
right: H45cm | 17,71" and two bases with 300x150cm | 118,11x59,05" tabletop, 
H74cm | 29,13" and three bases with 500x150cm| 196,85"x59,05" tabletop, H74 | 
29,13" and marble tabletop, H74 | 29,13" and wooden tabletop.-  

H45, simple
Ready for diameters up to 
120 cm | 47,24"

H74, simple
Ready for diameters 
up to 200 cm | 78,74"

Every dimension is taken into consideration to fulfil every spa-
tial requirement with the Cambio table. A single base can hold 
round tabletops of up to two meters, acting as a great dining or 
meeting table for offices, restaurants, hotels and homes. When 
upgrading to double or triple bases, the possibilities are end-
less as it takes tabletops of up to 500x150cm. With Cambio, you 
can always find space for someone else. 
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Beautifully 
crafted in 
wood

M ADE FOR WOOD LOVERS

Only timeless materials, which are longlasting and promote 
sustainable consumption habits such as wood from controlled 
timber sources are available to assemble each table. Choose 
wood for an organic aesthetic, the oak tabletop conveys a craf-
ted expression to Cambio and a comforting appeal, creating an 
authentic gathering point to celebrate, work or dine. A versatile 
and genuine table made for wood lovers. 

Featuring Cambio table H74cm | 29,13" and 
Ø120cm | Ø47,24" wooden tabletop. Chairs 
are Maarten Plastic. 
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Featuring Cambio table H74cm | 29,13" with double 
base in black finish, combined with Copa Soft 
chairs by Ramos & Bassols. 

Double base for extra 
seating solutions
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Meetings made 
comfortable with 
Cambio

The versatility of the Cambio table joins the Viccarbe collec-
tion to add innovative working and dining solutions for offices, 
restaurants, hotels and homes. Its minimalist double base can 
be easily integrated into meeting, board or conference rooms 
combined with its oval tabletop, ideal when extra seating is re-
quired as there is always room for more.  

Featuring Cambio table H74cm | 29,13", with 
double base in white and oval tabletop in wood. 
Chairs are Funda by Stefan Diez.
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DINE OR WORK WITH CA MBIO

The different dimensions and multiple finishes for its tabletop  
effortlessly integrate Cambio in any working or dining scenario. 
Great as a bistro table for modern cafés or restaurants, the collec-
tion is also a great fit for collaborative or co-working spaces, libra-
ries. and canteens in office, educational or hospitality venues.   

Featuring Cambio tables with H74cm | 29,13" base 
in sand finish and wooden tabletops. Chairs are 
Aleta by Jaime Hayon.
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A BALANCED TABLE FOR HOMOGENOUS SPACES

Cambio stands in the center of any space, almost like a refined 
sculpture, silently accomplishing our demands. Its square ta-
bletop makes a great table for quick catch-ups or working solo 
in the office. Combined with other tabletops of larger dimen-
sions, Cambio offers practical working solutions with a consis-
tent and coherent aesthetic throughout any floor layout.  

On the right, featuring Cambio table H74 | 29,13"cm with 70x70cm | 27,55x27,55" 
tabletop in black finish. Chairs are Maarten with wooden armrests.  

On the right, Sistema bench as a greeting spot on the front and on the back, 
Cambio tables combined with Maarten and Season chairs. 
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A minimalist 
gathering point to 
foster collaboration

Featuring two Cambio tables H74cm | 29,13", one with triple base and oval 
tabletop in black wood and the other one with double base. Chairs are 
Season by Piero Lissoni and Funda by Stefan Diez.
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THE PLACE TO COLLABOR ATE

For us, a table is so much more than a functional element. It is the heart 
of the home, the place to gather, celebrate and enjoy. It is the center of the 
office, the spot to meet, create and innovate. Our mediterranean culture is 
all about collaborating and sharing, it is the way we connect and bond with 
others around a table what shapes our lifestyle and forms our character. 
With its minimalist soul and its geometric lines, Cambio is a great piece to 
discreetly connect users, fostering collaboration in all its means. Cambio 
plays its part, leaving space to what truly matters.  

Featuring Cambio table H74cm | 29,13" and 
Ø150cm | Ø59,05" black tabletop. Chairs are Ears 
by Piero Lissoni. 
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MODERN AND TIMELESS M ATERIALS

Over the years we have been striving to innovate in new ma-
terials that conferred a unique allure to our mediterranean 
furniture. Timeless finishes that contribute to make our pieces 
very longlasting and aesthetically pleasing. 

This year we have incorporated marble as our latest addi-
tion to craft the tabletops in our collection. Marble is a fine sto-
ne, one of the most environmentally friendly materials and en-
during surfaces to work or dine. Due to its classic expression, 
it complements any chair, armchair and sofa in our collection, 
upgrading the overall design experience.

On the right, featuring Cambio table 
H74cm | 29,13" Ø150cm | 59,05" tabletop 
in white marble. 

Timeless marble
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On these pages, featuring Cambio table H74cm 
| 29,13" Ø150cm | 59,05" tabletop in black mar-
ble and Cambio table H45cm | 17,71" Ø120cm | 
Ø47,24" tabletop in white marble.
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Comfort 
is assured

A REFINED COFFEE TABLE FOR OFFICES & HOMES

Due to its carefully thought proportions and its refined sil-
houette, Cambio fits easily in any living room, lounge or 
presidential office. A practical coffee table with a height of 
45cm, excellent to effortlessly complement any of the sofas 
and armchairs in our furniture collection. 

Featuring Cambio table H45cm | 17,71" 
Ø120cm | Ø47,24", Savina sofa and 
Fundalounge chair. 
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CONNECTIVITY

As the rest of the tables in our collection, Cambio also has the possi-
bility of including discreet electrification options to keep users con-
nected on the go. Practical connectivity solutions with a seamless 
design, perfectly integrated in our ancillary furniture.  

1. Pop-up sockets 

2. USB port 

3. Powerbox

4. Powerbox under top

5. Battery Pack

Connectivity

On these pages, featuring Cambio table H45cm | 
17,71" Ø120cm | Ø47,24", tabletop in matt oak with a 
powerbox . Lounge chairs are Copa with wooden legs, 
by Ramos & Bassols.
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A subtle 
complement 
to the pieces in 
our collection

On these pages, featuring Cambio table H45cm | 17,71 
Ø100cm | Ø39,37" tabletop in black. Sofa and poufs 
belongs to Season collection by Piero Lissoni.
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TABLETOPS

As to the tabletops, these are available in different shapes such as 
square, oval, or round, allowing big compositions of up to two me-
ters in diameter or five meters in length, without compromising 
an ounce of durability and resistance. Finishes range from matt 
oak, laminates in white or black, polished coatings, a wide chro-
matic variety of lacquers, to compacts for outdoor use, and the la-
test incorporation: marble in white or black.
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On these pages, featuring Cambio table H74cm 
|29,13" Ø100cm | 39,37" outdoor version. Chairs are 
Maarten Plastic.

The minimalist table is also available for outdoor spaces, brin-
ging new possibilities to lounge or work. A collection of tables 
offering kind solutions to work, enjoy and appreciate the al-
fresco space as an extension of the office. Tables crafted with 
longlasting materials and timeless finishes to connect spaces 
and users, achieving a balanced and homogeneous aesthetic 
both in and out. 

Cambio table 
moves outdoors
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Cambio Table
Technical Info - EN
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CAD60
table round 60 | 235/8

CAD80
table round 80 | 

CAD120
table round 120 | 471/4

CAD70
table round 70 | 2761/64

CAD100
table round 100 | 39 3/8

CAD150
table round 150 | 59 1/16

CAMBIO HEIGHT 74 | 299⁄64

70 cm | 27.55"

80 cm | 31.49"

120 cm | 47.24"

50 cm | 19.68"
65 cm | 25.59"

150 cm | 59.05"
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40 cm | 101.6"

40 cm | 101.6" 40 cm | 101.6"

40 cm | 101.6"

60 cm | 23.62"

100 cm | 39.37"

50 cm | 19.68"

CAD180
table round 180 | 70 ⁵⁵/64

CAC70
table 7070 | 27 9/16 x 27 9/16

CAC90
table 90x90 | 35 7/16x35 7/16

CAD200
table round 200 | 78 47/64

CAC80
table 80x80 | 311/20 x 311/20

CAC140
table 140x140 | 551/8x551/8

CAMBIO HEIGHT 74 | 299⁄64

180 cm | 70.86" 200 cm | 78.74"

90 cm | 35.43"
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40 cm | 101.6" 40 cm | 101.6"

140 cm | 55.11"

70 cm | 27.55"
80 cm | 31.49"

65 cm | 25.59"
65 cm | 25.59"

65 cm | 25.59"
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CAC240
table 240x120 | 9131/64x 471/4

CAMBIO HEIGHT 74 | 299⁄64

240 cm | 94.48"

CAC300
table 300x150 | 118 7/64x59 1/64

CAC500
table 500x150 | 196 27/32x59 1/64

300 cm | 118.11"

150 cm

500 cm | 196.85"

150 cm
 | 59.05"

120 cm
 | 47.24"
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50 cm | 19.68"

50 cm | 19.68" 65 cm | 25.59"

65 cm | 25.59"

65 cm | 25.59"

65 cm | 25.59"

65 cm | 25.59"

ACCESSORIES & ELECTRIFICATIONS

Table top hatch plus. Metallic hatch access to 
the lower part of the table for wooden table tops. 
Metal frame available in black or grey and central 
part in the veneer of the finish of the table. Does 
not Dimensions: 32x15 cm | 12.59”x5.90”.

Cut out. Table top custom cut out. Table top hatch. Metallic hatch access to the 
lower part of the table. Available in white, black or 
grey. Does not include power options. Dimensions: 
32x15 cm | 12.59”x5.90”

USB hub with battery. USB hub with two USB 
device charging ports without being plugged into 
electric current. It's needed to buy the battery 
charging tray to charge the USB hub battery.

Table top hatch powerbox. Metallic hatch with 4 
sockets or combined with built-in multimedia devi-
ces. Available in white, black or grey. Dimensions: 
32x15 cm | 12.59”x5.90” 

Table top hatch powerbox. Metallic hatch for 
wooden table tops  with 4 sockets or combined 
with built-in multimedia devices. Metal frame 
available in black or grey and central part in the 
veneer of the finish of the table. Dimensions: 
32x15 cm | 12.59”x5.90” 

USB port. Built-in USB hub for charging 
electronic devices, built in the tabletop. The cable 
length is 1.0 m with USB connection.  Available in 
black or white. Dimensions: Ø 3 cm | 1.18”

Pop-up sockets. Built-in pop-up socket cylinder 
made of stainless steel can have 2 Schuko sockets 
or 1 Schuko socket + 2 USB hubs. For different 
configurations, contact the sales department. The 
cylinder is hidden and pops up by gently pressing 
on it, offering the possibility of connection on four 
sides.

Under table powerbox. Powerbox available with 
2 sockets or combined with built-in multimedia 
devices.
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INDOOR FINISHES

BASE

TABLE TOP

white
RAL 9003

black
RAL 9005

taupe
RAL 1019

Lacquered (microtexturized)

Stained (Oak)

matt cognac wenge ash

white
RAL 9003

military green
RAL 0904030

dusty pink
RAL 0607020

bronzedusty green
RAL 7034

black
RAL 9005

taupe
RAL 1019

brick
RAL 0505030

ochre
RAL 1011

HPL with MDF

Low pressure laminate

Compact laminate

Marble

black

black

black 
black edge

black 

white

white

white
white edge

white

Base ‒ central support available in roto-moulded polyethylene in white, 
black or taupe. 100% recyclable.

Table top ‒ It is lacquered with one of our collection’s finishes, making 
it very scratch resistant. It also comes with a solid oak veneer, stained in 
mate, wenge, cognac or ash. Available in high resistance materials such as 
HPL with MDF for heavy contract use.

TECHNICAL INFO

OUTDOOR FINISHES

BASE

TABLE TOP

white
RAL 9003

black
RAL 9005

taupe
RAL 1019

Compact laminate

black 
black edge

white
white edge
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